
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
MUSIC VIDEO DISTRIBUTORS AND TARGET VIDEO PART-
NER TO BRING ROCK FILM CATALOG TO DVD
The Reigning Punk Rock Music DVD Giant and Leader of Punk Rock, Hardcore
and Experimental Music on Video through the 80's, Join Forces to Bring an Era
of Music on Film to Consumers on DVD

Music Video Distributors, one of the leading producers of Music DVD, will part-
ner with Target Video to bring an extensive and timeless film catalog to con-
sumers via DVD. Each DVD will range from live performance footage, to stories
and retrospectives, to interviews and music videos.  

MVD has released two successful Target Videos on DVD in 2004 - The Cramps:
Live at Napa State Mental Hospital and The Screamers: Live 1978 in San
Francisco. In 2005, MVD is scheduled to release early live performances from
Devo and Iggy Pop from the Target Video library.

Throughout the late 70s and 80s, Joe Rees and Target Video captured an explo-
sive era in music, art and visual presentation therefore preserving a place in
music history for bands like the Screamers, the Avengers and the Dils. With more
than a mere documentation, Target filmed Iggy Pop, Devo, X, the Cramps and
many more in classic early performances. By using fast cuts juxtaposing images
of the military jets, punk bands and crowds, Rees created the Target montage
that has become beloved worldwide. These political statements set to music
together with band performances, became the mantra for Target Video.

"Target ruled the underground in the '80s with some of the coolest music on
home video," said Ed Seaman, Vice President of Sales and Marketing at Music
Video Distributors. "A typical Friday night for my roommates and I consisted of
the newest Target videos and a couple of cases of beer in our seedy apart-
ment.  Being a loser was never more fun.  And we learned a lot about the best
bands of that era. After years of me bugging Joe to start doing DVDs with MVD,
he finally conceded."

As part of the California underground scene, Target's black building was a club-
house: three floors of video, editing and recording studios; magazine publishers;
graphic artists; cartoonists and punks. With its aqua and acid-green linoleum
floor and punk rock jukebox Target's studio was home to after-hours parties, per-
formances, even a wedding reception. 

Rees produced the shoots and circulated Target Video around the US and
Europe. In France kids watched Target Videos for 8 hours straight in stores and
disco ballrooms alike. In L.A., the Whiskey was crammed for Target's debut
show. In Rome, Target mesmerized outdoor crowds at the ancient Coliseum.
Target Video captured the scene in all its raw, unrefined clumsiness - the music,
performance and immediacy were always paramount.

(QUOTE from Joe)

# # #

Please contact me for additional info or to set up interviews

MUSIC VIDEO
DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
800-888-0486; fax: 610-650-9102

musicvideodistributors.com 
P.O. Box 280, Oaks, PA 19456

CONTACT:
Clint Weiler

Music Video Distributors

800-888-0486  x115

E-Mail: 
clint@musicvideodistributors.com
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Extreme Measures 
By J.H. Tompkins 
Seen maker

I'VE LONG BELIEVED my cultural inclinations are wired into the commercial possibilities of the moment in a way
that's almost uncanny - as if I were a low-rent version of the woman in William Gibson's Pattern Recognition - defy-
ing all manner of rhyme and reason, as does the popularity of Sting, or Tony Danza, or a person who can instan-
taneously tell you what day of the week any date in the next 100 years falls on. So when an e-mail from Amoeba
Music arrived in my inbox over the weekend announcing that the mighty retail indie was hungry for music-related
DVDs, well, all I can say is it came as no surprise to me. 

Ever since the morning last fall when I opened West Koasta Nostra, the then-new album by the too-long-MIA Boo
Yaa Tribe, and found a biopic in progress on DVD, I figured it was on and began snapping up all things DVD. What
I've come across is a marketplace where demand outstrips supply; what's available is of decidedly mixed quality -
beware home movies and comparisons with Springsteen, for instance. And remember that in the main, MTV videos
don't get better with age. Still, if you stretch the definition of amazing to include an eye-opening negative judgment
as well as a positive assessment, you can say that I've run across some truly amazing work. 

In Target Video Presents the Cramps: Live at Napa State Mental Hospital (Music Video Distributors), the band's
hour-long set is about as grainy, surprising, delightful, bent, and rocking a documentary as you're ever going to find
anywhere - 10 minutes into the thing I was so ecstatic that I pushed the Pause button and ran through my building
shouting at the top of my lungs for my neighbors to come down and share the majesty of this one. On June 12,
1978, San Francisco's once-pioneering Target Video followed the Cramps to a gig at the infamous regional men-
tal hospital and caught a short, fiery, action-packed set on video. Singer Lux Interior shares the stage and the mic
with the audience; the camera captures dance moves that are strictly out of this world, and the band rocks the roof
right off the place. After a couple of songs, Lux addresses the energetic crowd (which numbers about 40), saying
something like, "They say you all are crazy. Well, you don't seem so crazy to me." But, Lux and his newfound fans
seem pretty darned crazy, if you ask me; all I could think was "Who booked this gig, and how'd the camera crew
get into the facility?" This is - and I mean it from the bottom of my heart - a punk classic, a must-have for anyone
curious about the scene in its early days. I heard that the Mutants were also on the bill; if anyone has footage of
their performance, could you please send it to me? 

If that isn't enough, the DVD also has a bonus Target Video segment that seems to have been put together in the
early '80s. Self-satisfied Target head honcho Joe Rhees cracks a Budweiser while sizing up the state of video,
which he describes as a tool to challenge boredom and unleash creativity, and "the ultimate medium to distribute
new wave." 
A young, fresh-faced Jello Biafra offers a testimonial to punk rock, describing it as "something that's been missing
for a while, something with some guts." Flipper - out in the Flipper zone, for sure - perform "Lowrider." Someone
describes Mark Pauline as the greatest performance artist in the United States, "There's no question about it," and
then the picture shifts to fuzzy black-and-white video of a go-cart driving through fire, an unmanned vehicle with a
large circular saw on one end looking like a metallic scorpion attacking some metal plates, while a voice-over prom-
ises a one-armed rocket launcher or something and fires erupts on-screen. Then MDC perform "John Wayne Was
a Nazi" at the On Broadway, Throbbing Gristle preside over white noise and a sexually aroused, enthusiastic crowd
at Kezar Pavilion, Crime perform on a stage in front of the main gate at San Quentin, and there's a lot of footage
of a guy banging metal around onstage at the Mab and later - after donning roller skates and doffing his shirt - doing
the same thing at Target's South Van Ness headquarters. 

I ran out of space before I was able to write about my experiences sharing controlled substances with a famous
political punk rocker from another country in the lavatory at Target. Likewise, lack of space eighty-sixed my plans
to write about the incredible DVDs available of Martin Scorcese's Blues series, L.A. hardcore film The SLOG Movie;
One Man Army's The Show Must Go Off; Paul Simon's Live at the Tower Theatre October 7, 1980; Decasia: The
State of Decay, a Film by Bill Morrison; The Work of Director Michel Gondry; Can DVD; or Heartworn Highways,
James Szalapski's documentary about country music in Nashville and Austin in the mid '70s. Stay tuned, please. 

E-mail J.H. Tompkins at tommy@sfbg.com. 
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The Cramps
LIVE AT NAPA STATE MENTAL HOSPITAL
(MVD) 
________________________________________

INSANE! Booking the Cramps to play a mental hospital might have
been crazy, but the filmed performance is priceless.
________________________________________
The title of this lost treasure pretty much says it all. Yeah, someone let
the Cramps - the original, late-'70s line-up of the band, with mad-daddy
singer Lux Interior, guitarist Poison Ivy, undead drummer Nick Knox,
and the then bass-less band's first guitarist, the very odd-looking Brian
Gregory - into a mental hospital to play a gig. What's even more amaz-
ing is that the staff of Napa State Mental Hospital then let the band
leave. So for a little under an hour in 1978, the inmates, it would seem, were indeed running the asylum up in California
wine country. It's one of those insignificant yet absurd little events in rock-and-roll history that radiate twisted beauty.
I first caught this performance on a videotape released at least a decade and a half ago by Target Video. I'd stopped
telling people about it five or six years ago because I'd begun to wonder whether it wasn't merely a figment of my over-
active imagination. But Music Video Distributors has just reissued the eight-song set, shot in black and white with hand-
held camera, on DVD, and it's every bit as wonderfully disturbed as I recall. Although the quality of the recording is any-
thing but pristine, the rough-around-the-edges sensibility suits the Cramps' gritty, garage-rocking, garbageman æsthet-
ic, and the video isn't nearly as out of focus as those bootleg versions of the Stones' Cocksucker Blues that have been
circulating on the Internet.
This is early in the Cramps' career - their first album, The Gravest Hits EP (Illegal), hadn't even come out yet. But all the
elements of their psychobilly sound had come together, as had Lux's shirtless, microphone-swallowing, leather-pants-
wearing stage persona. And though much of this short set is pieced together from the obscure early cover tunes they
relied on ("The Way I Walk," "Twist and Shout," and "Love Me," to name three), the set ends with a crazed version of
their own "TV Set" that sets the inmates reeling. It makes you wonder who was insane enough to book this show.
BY MATT ASHARE

LIVE AT NAPA STATE MENTAL HOSPITAL - The Cramps
Bizarro concert
It doesn't get any freakier than this. 
Believe it or not, back in 1978, New York psychobilly punks The Cramps really did put on a show for residents of a men-
tal hospital in California. 
Lord only knows what staff were thinking. 
We're just glad someone involved was thinking clearly enough to document the bizarro proceedings on video. 
The infamous result - grainy black-and-white footage of the band gamely bashing through an eight-song mini-set as
patients cavort spasmodically in their faces and try to wrest the mic from singer Lux Interior
- is perhaps the weirdest and most compelling music video ever produced. 
Sure, the quality sucks, the editing is atrocious and it's barely 20 minutes long. 
But trust us: It's worth every penny. 
PRODUCT DETAILS:  
o Original Release Date: 1981
o Release Date: 2/10/2004    
o Region Code: 0 
o Source: MUSIC VIDEO DIST.
o Format: DVD
o Aspect Ratio: Pre-1954 Standard (1.33.1)
o Sound: Dolby Digital 5.1 Surround
o Language: English
o Time: 1 Hour 
Sun rating (out of 5 stars)

by Darryl Sterdan
Sun Media
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Rolling Stone Magazine, 
Issue 942, 

February 19, 2004
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Issue Date: December 10 - 16, 2004
The Screamers
Live in San Francisco September 2nd 1978 
(Music Video Distributors)
There was even more ritual in the Screamers'
Tomata du Plenty, who'd previously been
involved in the gay Frisco performance-art
group the Cockettes. The Screamers, now all
but forgotten outside LA, were at the time the
most popular punk band in that town, and the
most idiosyncratic: instead of bass and guitar,
they turned electric piano and a sci-fi ARP
Odyssey synthesizer into assault weapons.
Watching Tomata's choreographed anarchy -
his manic dances, expressionist hand ges-
tures, and arched-eyebrow stares seem spon-
taneous, except that he repeats them on this
disc's bonus reel, a five-song set of profes-
sionally recorded videos - you imagine Iggy
Pop quantified, digitized, printed out, photo-
copied. All wild-eyed and shock-haired, du
Plenty (dead in 2000 of cancer) flashes mani-
acal grins and barks cryptic soliloquies against
horror-movie themes. Tomata is on stage not
to commiserate but to confront. Before launch-
ing into a song called "Better World," he asks
an audience member what his house is like
and whether the band can move in. Then he
changes his mind. "That might be inconven-
ient," he smirks. "I think I'd rather just peek in
your windows. I think I'd rather be outside."
- Carly Carioli
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Screamers
Live in San Francisco Sept 2nd 1978
Music Video Distributors 
Vintage punk must be in the air. It has always been for
me, ever since this stuff was new, but now it seems the
rest of the world is finally catching up. The Screamers
were among the very first Los Angeles punk rock
bands, in a time when the punk rock umbrella encom-
passed a far greater range of styles than it would later.
A rock solid drummer, dual keyboardists and a
deranged looking front man in the late Tomata Du
Plenty took the small underground punk world by storm
in their short time and left a lasting impression despite
never having released a record. Yes, re-read that last
sentence. The Screamers to this day have never
released an official record. They recorded a bunch of
demos that never got an official release and they
released a Target Video of this live performance, which
thankfully has been re-released on this DVD. For their
time, Target Videos were of very high quality and they
documented a lot of really great and important bands
over the years. The footage has held up quite well over
the years and I'm glad it is now preserved for eternity.
This DVD features the original target video plus bonus
material of the band recorded in the Target Video stu-
dios. On top of that is a Target promo reel showing a
few seconds from a ton of bands they recorded over
the years that will make any fan of old punk drool, and
like me will long for the day that it all gets released on
DVD. If it wasn't for The Screamers, there wouldn't be
a lot of punk rock bands that came after them, they real-
ly helped pave the way for punk and since an official
recording of their demos is never likely to happen, this
will have to satisfy, and satisfy it does. (mxv)

_________________________________________
Spontaneous Combustion Records/Webzine

http://www.spontaneous.com


